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NOTE: This Item is a Annotated apocrypha and not annotated bible.The New Oxford Annotated
apocrypha offers a vast range of information, including extensive notes by experts in their fields;
in-text maps, charts, and diagrams; supplementary essays on translation, biblical interpretation,
cultural and historical background, and other general topics.Extensively revised--half of the
material is brand new--featuring a new design to enhance readability, and brand-new color
maps, the Annotated Fourth Edition adds to the established reputation of this essential biblical
studies resource. Many new and revised maps, charts, and diagrams further clarify information
found in the Scripture text. In addition, section introductions have been expanded and the book
introductions present their information in a standard format so that students can find what they
need to know. Of course, the Fourth Edition retains the features prized by students, including
single column annotations at the foot of the pages, in-text charts, and maps, a page number-
keyed index of all the study materials in the volume, and Oxford's renowned Bible maps. This
timely edition maintains and extends the excellence the Annotated's users have come to expect,
bringing still more insights, information, and perspectives to bear upon the understanding of the
biblical text.·· Wholly revised, and greatly expanded book introductions and annotations.·
Annotations in a single column across the page bottom, paragraphed according to their boldface
topical headings.· In-text background essays on the major divisions of the biblical text.· Essays
on the history of the formation of the biblical canon for Jews and various Christian churches.·
More detailed explanations of the historical background of the text.· More in-depth treatment of
the history and varieties of biblical criticism.· A timeline of major events in the ancient Near
East.· A full index to all of the study materials, keyed to the page numbers on which they occur.·
A full glossary of scholarly and critical terms.· 36-page section of full color New Oxford Bible
Maps, approximately 40 in-text line drawing maps and diagrams.

About the AuthorMichael Coogan is Professor of Religious Studies at Stonehill College and
Director of Publications for the Harvard Semitic Museum. He has also taught at Harvard
University, Boston College, Wellesley College, Fordham University, and the University of
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Jordan, Cyprus, and Egypt. He is the author of Old Testament text books and The Old
Testament VSI.Marc Z. Brettler is Dora Golding Professor of Biblical Studies and chair of the
Department of Near Eastern and Judaic Studies, Brandeis University.Carol Newsom is Charles
Howard Candler Professor of Old Testament, Candler School of Theology, Emory
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Samuel D., “I recommend this study Bible with some very Important Notation(s). A true scholarly
work of art. This Bible has replaced my old Bible that did not have the Apocrypha. I recommend
this Bible along with having a copy of the Geneva Bible by Lloyd E. Berry as a second reference
to all the scripture contained (and Googling the Apocrypha in KJV as well):ISBN-13:
978-1598562125PROS:I cannot speak well enough about this Bible and as a mid 20's year old
male just out of college I am appalled that the KJV no longer has the Apocrypha books (yes the
KJV used to have the Apocrypha - a few poor copies on Amazon can be found). They may not
be considered direct inspired words of God (i.e. no prophecies found) by most but they certainly
hold their place as important interlude to the New Testament from the Old Testament (lots of
scriptural support to believe more so in what Jesus Christ did surrounding the culture and
mindset of that day) as previous prophecies in the Old Testament state their wouldn't be any
prophecies for 400 years. This however, doesn't mean their wasn't any room for inspired writings
that were not prophecies but merely statements recorded (like the letter to Timothy or the
dialogue Job had with God - more like arguments in my opinion hahaha!). Anyways, I will not
debate my personal opinion on the Apocrypha further but wanted to say it's very sad that most
Bibles don't have it in my humble opinion (and I say this both as a Christian and as a
monotheist / theologian in general).My favorite verse as a science major is this:2 Esdras
6:48:"The dumb and lifeless water produced living creatures, as it was commanded, so that
therefore the nations might declare your wondrous works."CONS:*The cons I have for this
scripture however are reason for concern and are stated bellow as to my reasoning to only
recommend this Bible for mature audiences for knowledgeable / educated adults and not
children and teens:*1) Bluntly speaking from the heart. I think some of the introductions to each
book in the Bible can be a bit too ambiguous or even critically biased of the said book in
question in covering the terms of it being the inspired word of God. Not something I expected
from New Oxford considering they are a prestigious college with the reputation of taking on
subjects in an analytical and concise fashion with the general understanding from Christian
society that we consider the Bible's scripture as inspired by God. I don't honestly feel that's the
case with some of the introductions in the work here where the vocabulary almost with total lack
of equity tries to pry apart who was the author or why the book was written.2) Translation issue in
lack of clarity and conciseness. As a prestigious college I assumed that on certain words that
had heavy cultural roots that the English words chosen would be of the most clear transparency
as we have plenty of translations with cultural ambiguity and depth for need of more research by
the said reader. Unfortunately and with regret, that is not the case here.For example, Job
chapter 41 where the root word for the men fighting the livathian could be translated to:1):
mighty men2): rulers3): godsect.The University of Oxford picked, gods. Anyone not
knowledgeable in the cultural back round with no orientalist understanding would immediately
believe Christianity to be polytheistic. A major problem for scholarly work and something



forewarning for those consideringthis as a gift to someone that doesn't believe in God or is
considering this as a gift to a younger family member.Overall, still a 4 out of 5 star rating for me
because the scripture itself is amazing as both a study Bible and as an everyday Bible by my
nightstand (which it's both for me) if one has grown to that place in their life.Still, I would
thoroughly look forward to newer editions addressing these major issues.Godspeed.”

Donnetta, “This book is an excellent read. It tells you the missing parts of .... This book is an
excellent read. It tells you the missing parts of the bible. The feast days that the messiah
attended. I do have the apocraypha authorized kjv version, but I just had to get this one. But this
one has larger print and notes. I've already ordered "me" another one, as I was getting this one
for my husband. My eyes are getting older. I can see this one waaaay better.This is a good book
for those Israelites who are really into studying their history. And getting the true understanding
of why they didn't want you to have this book(understanding) in the first place.The Father said
don't add to or take anything away from his word. So they're going to pay for their actions.Here
are some pictures for you...”

Darshay, “Fascinating. This seems to be very well researched. There are good explanations
about the history behind each of the "books". A number of religious authorities were involved in
compiling these notations. Where they disagreed on a translation, it is noted and the alternate
given. I wanted to read something as far from biased as is possible, and I am happy with this.
So much so that although I have a King James Version and Everyday Life Bible already, I am
going to buy the Bible from this organization as well.”

Jim Bivins, “It was very low cost and very easy to get. Product was exactly as described. I added
this book to my library. It was very low cost and very easy to get. I have not finished reading it
yet, I mainly use it as a reference for comparison to the bible for my preaching notes.”

Mr. Victor J. Ferrar, “Four Stars. Excellent resource but introductory print for each book is far too
small for easy reading.”

Steve W, “The best apocrypha guide. Most protestant bibles don't come with an Apocrypha - the
books that Catholic and Orthodox bibles have. If you want to read and study these books, this is
the best guide to get.It's all very well having the Apocrypha books, but if you don't have a guide
to who wrote them, when and why, and the historic context behind them, you will not gain a full
understanding. Most bible commentary books don't include the apocrypha, and Catholic bibles
(like the Jerusalem Bible) don't include all the apocryphal books, as some are present only in
Eastern Orthodox bibles.If you use the "Look inside" feature on Amazon, you will see how this
book is laid out: the Apocrypha text in the first half of each page, with detailed notes and
explanations at the bottom. As well as this, there are some essays and explanations at the front
of the book, such as the historical context in which these books were written (Jewish history),



and the reasons why these books were not included in the Protestant bibles.This is the only
apocrypha text and guide you will ever need.”

mash, “Good. Good”

Dr. R. H. Moore, “Best 'all-in' for the Apocrypha.. For the general reader (like myself) this is an
authoritative and welcome introduction into the Apocrypha with welcome academia behind it.”

Margaret E Gray, “This came quickly and has clear headings. This will be a very good reference
book, it will be easy to look up anything I need to study”

Leon Davey, “Well Made. I wanted the apocrypha on its own, but could also see that for only a
little more in pounds you can buy the new oxford bible including this very same apocrypha so
check it out before deciding.I was nearly tempted but then remembered why I wanted the
apocrypha on its own. It is because I sometimes desire reading just the apocrypha and so do not
want to handle a full blown bible. Plus this apocrypha has the bonus of being annotated so you
get more information on the books, age and authors or things of that time and how it relates to
other scripture.Not to mention I love the coating on the book, which feels quality and seems to
stay looking new.”

The book by Michael D. Coogan has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 179 people have provided feedback.
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